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Margin Clerks May Have Completed Their Job in Silver - For Now
Another day for the record books in silver. The fallout from the record high speculative long
futures positions is having its impact as under margined futures accounts have been forced to
liquidate holdings.
Not surprisingly, silver registered a Downside Capitulation alert as of today (offsetting the
pendulum of upside Exhaustion Alerts and euphoria of last July). These alerts occur when both
our short-term Summation Index and the intermediate term Exhaustion Index reach extremes. This
is the first buy alert since November 2014 (only fifteen buy alerts in the last thirty years). Prices
generally create an interim low within two days, stage a brief rally back to the 20-day exponential
moving average and then ease off again. It is the characteristics of the subsequent drop that
determine the viability of a potential bottom.
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This was the seventeenth consecutive day of equal or lower closes in the futures contracts (16
of 17 days were lower). In the last forty years, there have only been four previous instances with
readings of ten or more. The subsequent bounces were mild and retested the low three to six weeks
later. Once the tested low was in place an upside reversal in the MACD became a good buy signal.
This fits with the analysis of gold which also allows for a bounce and then a more important low
in June/July.
Silver’s retests in 1971 and 2015 were followed by extended bull markets in both silver and gold.
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COT Chart of Silver
Next Friday’s report (as of today’s close) will likely see a
large reduction in the speculative longs and commercial shorts.

Opinions in this report are solely those of the author. The information herein was obtained from
various sources; however, we do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. This research report is
prepared for general circulation and is circulated for general information only. It does not have regard
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to the specific investment objectives, financial situation, and the needs regarding the appropriateness
of investing in any securities or investment strategies discussed or recommended in this report and
should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized.
Investors should note that income from such securities, if any, may fluctuate and that each security’s
price or value may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally invested.
Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Neither the information nor any
opinion expressed constitutes an offer to buy or sell any securities or options or futures contracts.
Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or
related investment mentioned in this report. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, whose
values are influenced by the currency of the underlying security, effectively assume currency risk.
Moreover, from time to time, members of the Institutional Advisors team may be long or short
positions discussed in our publications.
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